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Corey's Feldman's Band The Truth Movement Set For 2nd Album Release Featuring All Star
Musicians

Actor / singer / songwriter Corey Feldman has lined up musicians from Pink Floyd for The Truth
Movement's next release.

June 10, 2008 - PRLog -- Los Angeles, CA - The Truth Movement is set to release their 2nd studio album
this summer. Fronted by singer /songwriter Corey Feldman, the band is a Pink Floyd inspired homage to
classic rock and is made up of a group of young and very talented Los Angeles musicians who have been
playing together for several years.  Their namesake is a tribute to Corey's desire to write and perform with
honesty and a goal to advocate the truth. 

Titled "Technology Analogy", the album reflects on the pros and cons of computer technology and how it is
integrated into today’s society. How did it begin? Where did science derive from? And will communication
and social interaction inevitably suffer from its evolution. These are the themes "Technology Analogy"
seeks to explore. The album features contributions by Pink Floyds John Carin and other Floyd related
musicians including Scotty Page (saxophonist from 86-89) and Lili Hayden who recently performed with
Roger Waters at the famed Coachella Music and Arts Festival. Other talented musicians include Mark
Karan of the Grateful Dead sub band  Rat Dog where he performs the late Jerry Garcia’s vocal and guitar
work. 

The album cover is also homage to their idols, designed by the legendary Storm Thorgerson,
who has designed numerous album covers including the infamous "Dark Side Of The Moon" cover with its
iconic refracting prism. 
 
The band has two North American tours under their belt and is anxious to get back on stage in front of an
audience: "This is going to be an exceptional album", states Corey, a long time Pink Floyd fan”I feel very
fortunate that musicians of this caliber have all agreed to participate on this project, it’s very humbling"
Corey adds. 

Technology Analogy is being produced by Feldman and Executive Produced by the Wizardz of Oz, and LA
based Australian production team comprised of Andrew Bojanic and Liz Hooper whose hit making history
includes working with artists such as Avril Lavigne, Liz Phair and Hawk Nelson.

Feldman's other summer projects include stepping back into the shoes of Edgar Frog for the
much-anticipated release of Lost Boys 2 on July 29th. His hit reality TV show "The Two Corey's", kicks off
its 2nd season on A&E June 22nd. Off screen; Feldman is a devoted father, husband and activist for several
causes especially those involving children,
animals, and the environment. A vegetarian for most of his life, Corey is a spokesperson for PETA, the
world's largest animal rights organization. The Feldman's recently shot a PETA campaign in which he and
his wife Susie recreate the iconic John Lennon/ Yoko Ono "Bed In" photograph, and Susie recently posed
for Playboy, on stands in July. The Feldman's also support Farm Sanctuary (a farm animal rescue), The
Humane Society, Last Chance for Animals, Global Green, MoveOn, Green Peace, and the Amie Karen
Cancer Fund.
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